End time Bible prophecy comes alive on Grant Jeffrey’s great new TBN series, Bible Prophecy Revealed! You won’t want to miss this fascinating study of current events and God’s word. Watch Bible Prophecy Revealed on Wednesdays at 9:00 PM and Thursdays at 10:00 PM (PDT).

I was a joy to have two of today’s most dynamic evangelists and talk teachers, Ken and Glenda Crouch on Praise the Lord. You can watch their outstanding program, Breakthrough Ministry of Victory, on TBN every Sunday at 6:00 PM and Monday through Friday at 8:00 AM (PDT).

Benny Hinn was Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program. Pastor Benny shared some of the thrilling testimony from recent overseas services where thousands upon thousands are being saved, healed and delivered. (Benny Hinn’s program, “This Is Your Day,” can be seen on TBN Monday–Friday at 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM and 10:30 PM (PDT)).

You Partners — help me claim this blessed feature for our NEW YORK CITY! Son of God, do not let me be disappointed again and again. I will not bore you! You have no TV property! You have no radio property! You have no TV studio! Yet you provide me with paintings and pictures to fill TBN’s Costa program. Pastor Benny shared some of the powerful digital signal with all five of our networks through-the-air FREE! But the big problem has been the refusal of the major cable systems to carry even our main TBN network. Their argument has always been, “YOU HAVE NO TV STUDIO IN THE BIG CITY!” As such, they further argued that we had no significant local programming to meet local needs — which was largely true.

So now — oh, dear Partners — the reason for this historic letter to you!

A Macedonian Call — from Haiti! Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program, was John Tipton of Friends Ships ministry, of Friendship Ships ministry; with guests (left to right): Ken and Glenda Crouch, the Crouch family, and Michael Jackson. They discussed plans to help provide television and radio equipment, as well as production facilities, to bring TBN programming into Haiti.

Benny Hinn was Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program. Pastor Benny shared some of the thrilling testimony from recent overseas services where thousands upon thousands are being saved, healed and delivered. (Benny Hinn’s program, “This Is Your Day,” can be seen on TBN Monday–Friday at 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM and 10:30 PM (PDT)).

Benny Hinn was Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program. Pastor Benny shared some of the thrilling testimony from recent overseas services where thousands upon thousands are being saved, healed and delivered. (Benny Hinn’s program, “This Is Your Day,” can be seen on TBN Monday–Friday at 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM and 10:30 PM (PDT)).

NEW YORK — ONE MORE TIME!

DESPERATELY NEEDED! Picture this: Many years our Channel 54 has been up the Hudson River, a little too far to cover the “Big Apple.” But, as I have repeated, we were able to plant our new digital transmitter twenty miles close to the Big City. Now we cover New York City with a powerful digital signal with all five of our networks through-the-air FREE! But the big problem has been the refusal of the major cable systems to carry even our main TBN network. Their argument has always been, “YOU HAVE NO TV STUDIO IN THE BIG CITY!” As such, they further argued that we had no significant local programming to meet local needs — which was largely true.

So now — oh, dear Partners — the reason for this historic letter to you!

A Macedonian Call — from Haiti! Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program, was John Tipton of Friends Ships ministry, of Friendship Ships ministry; with guests (left to right): Ken and Glenda Crouch, the Crouch family, and Michael Jackson. They discussed plans to help provide television and radio equipment, as well as production facilities, to bring TBN programming into Haiti.

Benny Hinn was Paul’s guest on an exciting Behind the Scenes program. Pastor Benny shared some of the thrilling testimony from recent overseas services where thousands upon thousands are being saved, healed and delivered. (Benny Hinn’s program, “This Is Your Day,” can be seen on TBN Monday–Friday at 5:30 AM, 11:30 AM and 10:30 PM (PDT)).
Jan and I could never have done... The Empire State Building stands majestically in the background, as Paul Jr. welcomes the great New York City!

Renowned across, Olivia Hussey, was a guest on Behind the Scenes hosted by Paul Jr. The Golden Globe award winning actress spoke of achieving the dream of a lifetime in her recent portrayal of Mother Theresa in the critically acclaimed movie, “Mother Theresa of Calcutta.”

Mr. T made his mark in Hollywood in his role as Sgt. B.A. Baracus on the hit TV series, “The A Team.” He recently posed with Praise host, Clifton Davis and spoke about his faith, his family, and sacrifice to save him and his siblings in a godly home.

Just Four of Our 55 Satellites Sending TBN, the Church Channel, JCTV and SMILE of a Child to Asia Via Satellite!

Behind the Scenes

Renowned actress, Theresa of Calcutta.” It was built in 1857 and was totally refurbished from top to bottom. The City of New York to the TBN family! The Empire State Building stands majestically in the background, as Paul Jr. welcomes the great New York City!
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The Golden Globe Award winning actress spoke of achieving the dream of a lifetime in her recent portrayal of Mother Theresa in the critically acclaimed movie, “Mother Theresa of Calcutta.”

Mr. T made his mark... “Hell Bound Train”

“THE Only Way” – CD with Del Way
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And when all this life is over

There’s a work for all to do;

Little is much, if God is in it!

It is great if God is in it,

If you’ll go in Jesus’ Name.
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